
Functional Full-Body Integration 

Offers endless variety of exercises
Incorporates higher-level stabilization patterns – educates certain
muscles to stabilize when needed, and to move resistance while other
stabilizers are engaged. Put another way, muscles are asked to stabilize
and then move resistance without losing tension.
Great for detecting weak points and asymmetries in strength
Promotes foundational core strength and athleticism, making it perfect
for the weekend warrior and endurance athlete
Can be done with body-weight only, or minimal equipment that most
have on hand or somewhere close by (dumbbells, resistance bands,
other)
The nature of these exercises makes any dumbbell, resistance band, or
other implement “heavier” than it is by manipulating body position and
leverage points
A great stand-in when short on time and equipment,  but want to get
quality strengthening with a boosted heart rate
Acts as a built-in check on optimal body position. In order to perform all
elements of the sequence, body positioning is essential to allowing
proper force, stabilization, and balance.

Gym goers typically fill their workout time with a mix of isolated (single joint)
and compound (multi joint) exercises. If programmed, balanced and cycled
correctly those are a great way to build strength and lean mass by
themselves. But, there is another category of exercise rarely utilized in the
gym setting:full-body integration (FBI).These exercises, often referred to as
“combos”, combine multiple movement single and compound patterns into
one flowing sequence. The focus of FBI is to increase global (full body),
because after-all, we rarely move throughout the day in one strict isolated
pattern.  FBI exercises carry an impressive list of benefits compared to their
iso and compound counterparts:



Primes the central nervous system by firing many muscle/nerve units at
once. This makes them an excellent “primer” to begin your strength
training / cardio workout or “finisher” to round off your workout at the end
Avoid incorporating into other heavy strength sets or high-demand
workloads (with exception to before/after as stated above). Because of
how many muscles are needed to perform these patterns, it will lead to
shortness of breath, which in turn can lead to sloppy form. This nullifies
much of the potential benefits
Don’t expect muscle growth across any one joint involved in a lot of
these movements – they are designed to work the whole body as one
functional unit and by design will not sufficiently overload one particular
area the way other exercises would.The role of FBI should be thought of
as a valuable supplement to your other training
Global strengthening is great for rehabilitation and restoring functional
strength and stability to a joint in terms of total body movement.
Great for detecting weak points and asymmetries in strength throughout
the body
Can make a great featured part of your workout if designed properly (see
all of the above.

Weighted squat to overhead press
Push-up with alternating plank row
Ground-to-shoulder - press
Ground-to-high pull
Or better yet, all of the above sequenced together for an absolute
full-body challenge! See pictures of the progression on next page.

Sample Exercises:

FBI Application



Full-body Challenge

1.Plank 2.Push-up 3.Left Arm Row

4.Right Arm Row5.Plank6.Jump Feet Forward

7.Explosively Drive 
DB to Shoulders 8.Front Squat

9.Drive and press
DBs Overhead


